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Abstract. We propose new generic key recovery attacks on Feistel-type
block ciphers. The proposed attack is based on the all subkeys recovery
approach presented in SAC 2012, which determines all subkeys instead
of the master key. This enables us to construct a key recovery attack
without taking into account a key scheduling function. With our ad-
vanced techniques, we apply several key recovery attacks to Feistel-type
block ciphers. For instance, we show 8-, 9- and 11-round key recovery
attacks on n-bit Feistel ciphers with 2n-bit key employing random keyed
F-functions, random F-functions, and SP-type F-functions, respectively.
Moreover, thanks to the meet-in-the-middle approach, our attack leads
to low-data complexity. To demonstrate the usefulness of our approach,
we show a key recovery attack on the 8-round reduced CAST-128, which
is the best attack with respect to the number of attacked rounds. Since
our approach derives the lower bounds on the numbers of rounds to be
secure under the single secret key setting, it can be considered that we
unveil the limitation of designing an efficient block cipher by a Feistel
scheme such as a low-latency cipher.

Keywords: block cipher, key scheduling function, all-subkeys-recovery
attack, meet-in-the-middle attack, key recovery attack, low-data com-
plexity attack

1 Introduction

A block cipher is considered as an essential technology on modern cryptography,
since it is one of the most widely used primitives. Moreover, studies on designing
a secure and efficient block cipher are useful also for designing other symmetric
primitives such as hash functions and stream ciphers. Since DES was developed
in 1977 [19], a lot of progress has taken place in this area. Recently, with the large
deployment of network devices requiring security, block ciphers satisfying new
demands such as lightweight and low-latency have received a lot of attention. In
fact, several block ciphers designed for a lightweight hardware implementation
have been proposed such as PRESENT [9], KATAN/KTANTAN [16], LED [20]
and Piccolo [34]. The concept of a low-latency encryption, which is used for an
application requiring an instant response, was discussed in [24]. Since a low-
latency encryption requires a quick response, the number of rounds must be
reduced as much as possible compared to a general-purpose block cipher such



as AES. In 2012, PRINCE was proposed as an instantiation of a low-latency
cipher [12]. Note that PRINCE is not only a low-latency cipher, but also a
lightweight block cipher even after supporting both encryption and decryption.
Those features are considered to be important in practical use of the cipher,
since its lightweightness directly leads to low power and energy consumption
and supporting decryption function without much cost leading to this cipher
being used more widely.

In general, an SPN cipher requires an inverse function when supporting de-
cryption, and thus an SPN cipher with a decryption function needs additional
gate areas. In spite of the fact that PRINCE is an SPN cipher, it is efficiently
implemented even when implementing a decryption function due to its novel
property called α-reflection. However, as pointed out by the designers, it has
been known that α-reflection reduces the security of the cipher [12, 23, 35] and
thus the cipher having α-reflection does not have optimal security. Meanwhile,
it has been known that a Feistel cipher, another traditional structure of block
cipher, is suitable for a lightweight block cipher especially when supporting both
encryption and decryption, since it does not require an inverse function. Thus,
a Feistel cipher is considered as a possible candidate of a low-latency cipher, if
it has sufficiently small number of rounds. However, it has been still unknown
how many rounds are sufficient for a Feistel cipher to be secure. Note that, for
low-latency encryption, since the key scheduling function can be precomputed,
it can be a heavy function. Thus, its performance with respect to low-latency is
considered to mainly depend on the data processing part, namely its number of
rounds. Hence, our question is “how many rounds can be reduced without loss
of security requirements for Feistel schemes”.

In this paper, we tackle the security evaluations of several Feistel schemes,
assuming that the key scheduling function is an ideal function. We deal with
key recovery attacks under the single secret key setting by extending the all
subkeys recovery approach [22]. Since our approach derives the lower bounds
on the numbers of rounds to be secure against a key recovery attack even if the
underlying key scheduling function is an ideal function, our results show the lim-
itation of designing a low-latency encryption by a Feistel scheme. We introduce
several advanced techniques including function reduction and key linearization.
Using those advanced techniques and with the help of the meet-in-the-middle
approach [10, 21], we show several key recovery attacks on various Feistel ciphers.
Table 1 summarizes the number of attacked rounds for Feistel schemes by both
distinguishers and key recovery attacks under the single secret key and known-
key settings. Compared to the previous results, some of our attacks are the first
generic key recovery attacks and also the best for several Feistel schemes with
respect to the number of attacked rounds, even if the attacker is allowed to use
the known secret key. Moreover, our attack does not restrict the underlying F-
function to a permutation, which is a limitation of some of the previous attacks.
Furthermore, one of the advantages of our approach is its low data requirement
thanks to the meet-in-the-middle approach, in contrast to the classical statistical
attacks such as an impossible differential attack [6]. As an example for the prac-
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Table 1. Numbers of Attacked Rounds by Generic Attacks on Feistel Schemes

Single Secret Key Setting

Attack Type Feistel-1 Feistel-2 Feistel-3

5 [30] 5 [30] 5 [30]
Distinguisher 5∗ [25] 5∗ [25] 5∗ [25]

5∗ [11] 5∗ [11] 5∗ [11]

Key Recovery Attack (k = 2n) 7 [22] 8 (Ours) 9 (Ours) 11 (Ours)

Key Recovery Attack (k = 3n/2) 5 [22] 6 (Ours) 7 (Ours) 9 (Ours)

Key Recovery Attack (k = n) 3 [22] 4 (Ours) 5 (Ours) 7 (Ours)

Known Key Setting

Distinguisher not given 7 [26] 11* [33]

* : Each F function is restricted to a permutation

tical impact of our work, we show the best attack on the reduced CAST-128 [1]
even when its key scheduling function is ideal. Also, we show extremely low-data
attacks on the reduced Camellia [5] with less than 60 data sets.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives notations and definitions
used throughout this paper, and gives a brief review of the all subkeys recovery
approach. We review the related work and show its improvement in Section 3.
Our key recovery attacks on two types of Feistel ciphers and those applications
to CAST-128 and Camellia are described in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 discusses
the usefulness of our attack. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2 Preliminary

In this section, we give notations used throughout this paper, then define our
target Feistel ciphers. Finally, we briefly review the all subkeys recovery approach
presented in [22].

2.1 Notation

The following notation will be used throughout this paper:
n : block size.
k : the size of the master key.

Li, Ri : left or right half of the i-th round input.
Ki : the i-th round subkey (n/2 bits).
ℓ : the size of an S-box.
m : the number of S-boxes in an S-box layer.
Xi : the i-th round state.
Xi,j : the j-th S-box word (ℓ-bit data) of Xi.

XiL, XiR : left or right half bits of Xi.
a|b or (a|b) : Concatenation.

2.2 Feistel Cipher

In this paper, we focus on balanced Feistel networks as illustrated in Fig. 1.
An n-bit plaintext P is divided into two sub-blocks as P = (L1, R1), where
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Fig. 1. Balanced Feistel Network (Feistel-1)

Li, Ri ∈ {0, 1}
n/2. Then the (i+1)-th round input state is calculated as follows:

(Li+1, Ri+1)← (Ri ⊕F
Ki
i (Li), Li),

where FKi
i : {0, 1}n/2 → {0, 1}n/2 is a keyed function in the i-th round using the

i-th round (n/2)-bit subkeyKi. An n-bit ciphertext C for the r-round encryption
function is derived as C = (Rr+1, Lr+1). Note that the last round of the Feistel
cipher does not have a swap operation. Hereafter, the size of each subkey used
in one round is assumed to be half of the block size (i.e., Ki ∈ {0, 1}

n/2).
In this work, we deal with three types of Feistel block ciphers illustrated in

Fig. 2. Feistel-1 denotes the Feistel cipher with random keyed F-functions. Each
subkey is assumed to be randomly independent. Thus each keyed F-function is
also independent from each other. In concrete ciphers, each subkey is usually
XORed before an F-function. Feistel-2 reflects such ciphers. In other words, the
output of the F-function Yi = FKi

i (Xi) is represented as Yi = Fi(Xi ⊕ Ki),
where Fi is a fixed function in the i-th round (not limited to a permutation).
Similarly, Feistel-3 is the Feistel-2 cipher whose Fi is limited to an SP-type F-
function, where each F-function consists of a bijective S-box layer (S-layer) and
a linear diffusion layer (P-layer), and an n/2-bit subkey is XORed before the
S-box layer. Each S-box layer consists of m ℓ-bit S-boxes (i.e., m · ℓ = n/2), and
each P-layer consists of an m ×m linear matrix represented as Mi. Note that
Feistel-1 includes Feistel-2 and Feistel-3, also Feistel-3 is a subset of Feistel-2.
The size of the master key is denoted as Feistel-[k]. For example, Feistel-2[n] is
the Feistel cipher with fixed F-functions XORed by a subkey before the function
whose master key size is the same as the block size (e.g., a 128-bit block cipher
taking a 128-bit key).

2.3 All Subkeys Recovery Approach [22]

The all subkeys recovery (ASR) attack was proposed by Isobe and Shibutani at
SAC 2012 [22]. The ASR attack is considered as an extension of the meet-in-the-
middle (MITM) attack, which mainly exploits a low key-dependency in the key
scheduling function. The basic concept of the ASR attack is guessing all subkeys
instead of the master key so that the attack can be constructed independently
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Fig. 2. Target Feistel Ciphers

from the structure of the key scheduling function, by regarding all subkeys as
independent variables. Thus the attack can also be applied to a block cipher
having a complex key scheduling function.

Let us briefly review the procedure of the ASR attack. In the ASR attack,
an attacker first determines a t-bit matching state X, where X ∈ {0, 1}t. In the
forward direction, the matching state derived from a plaintext P and a set of
subkeys K(1) by a function F(1) is represented as X = F(1)(P,K(1)). Similarly,
the state computed from a ciphertext C and another set of subkeys K(2) by

a function F(2) in the backward direction is denoted as X = F−1
(2) (C,K(2)).

K(3) denotes a set of the remaining subkeys not required for computing X, i.e.,
|K(1)|+ |K(2)|+ |K(3)| = r · n/2. The attacker guesses K(1) and K(2) in parallel,

then checks if the equation F(1)(P,K(1)) = F−1
(2) (C,K(2)) holds. Note that the

equation holds when the guessed subkey bits are correct. After this process,
it is expected that there will be 2r·n/2−t key candidates. Finally, the attacker
exhaustively searches the correct key from the surviving key candidates. The
required computations of the attack in total Ccomp using N plaintext/ciphertext
pairs is estimated as

Ccomp = max(2|K(1)|, 2|K(2)|)×N + 2r·n/2−N ·t. (1)

The number of required plaintext/ciphertext pairs is max(N, ⌈(r·n/2−N ·t)/n⌉).
The required memory is about min(2|K(1)|, 2|K(2)|)×N blocks, which is the cost
of the table used for the matching. Clearly, the ASR attack works faster than the
brute force attack when Eq.(1) is less than 2k, which is the required computations
for the brute force attack.

3 Generic Key Recovery Attack on Feistel-1

In this section, we first review key recovery attacks on balanced Feistel networks
presented in [22] and generalize it to Feistel-1[n], -1[ 32n] and -1[2n]. After that,
we show that the basic attack can be improved by using splice and cut [3] and
key linearization techniques. By the improved attack, the numbers of attacked
rounds for the Feistel-1 are increased by one round.

For a Feistel-1 cipher, an (n/2)-bit matching state X is computed from a
plaintext P and a set of subkeys K(1) ∈ {K

(1), K(2), ..., K(a−1)} as shown in
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Fig. 3. Splice and Cut Technique for Feistel-1

Fig. 1 (i.e., X = F(1)(P,K(1))). Similarly, the matching state is obtained from

a ciphertext C and another set of subkeys K(2) ∈ {K
(a+1),K(a+2), ...,K(r)} as

X = F−1
(2) (C,K(2)). Also, X is computed independently from an (n/2)-bit subkey

K(a), i.e., K(3) ∈ {K
(a)}.

3.1 Basic Attack on Feistel-1 [22]

For Feistel-1[2n] (e.g., a 128-bit block cipher accepting a 256-bit key), 7 rounds
of the cipher can be attacked in a straightforward manner, since F(1) and F(2)

are composed of 3 rounds of the cipher and thus the sizes of K(1) and K(2) are
both 3 · n/2 bits. In this attack, the total time complexity Ccomp using four
plaintext/ciphertext pairs is estimated as

Ccomp = max(23n/2, 23n/2)× 4 + 27·n/2−4·n/2 ≈ 23n/2+2 (= 23k/4+2)

The required memory is about 4×23n/2 blocks. Since Ccomp is less than 22n(= 2k)
when (4 < n), the attack works faster than the exhaustive key search.

Similarly to this, for Feistel-1[ 32n] and Feistel-1[n] (e.g., a 128-bit block cipher
accepting a 192-bit key or a 128-bit key), key recovery attacks of at least 5 and 3
rounds of the cipher are constructed, respectively. For Feistel-1[ 32n], F(1) and F(2)

consist of 2 rounds of the cipher, and thus the sizes of K(1) and K(2) are both n
bits. Therefore, the required time complexity using 3 plaintext/ciphertext pairs
is estimated as Ccomp = max(2n, 2n)× 3 + 25n/2−3n/2 ≈ 2n+2, and the required
memory is about 2n+2 blocks. For Feistel-1[n], a similar attack on 3 rounds
requiring 2n/2+1 (≈ 2n/2×2+2n/2) computations and (2×2n/2) blocks memory
is mounted by using 1 round of F(1) and F(2). Roughly speaking, when Eq.(1) is

less than 2k, the ASR attack works faster than the brute force attack. Therefore,
the necessary condition for the basic ASR attack is that each size of all subkeys
in F(1) and F(2) is less than the size of the master key.

3.2 Improved Attack on Feistel-1

We demonstrate that the basic attack on Feistel-1 presented in [22] is improved
by controlling the value of plaintexts. It allows us to attack one more round on
Feistel-1, e.g., an 8-round attack on Feistel-1[2n].

Suppose that an input L1(= R2) is fixed to an arbitrary (n/2)-bit constant
CON, then L2 is expressed as L2 = R1 ⊕ K ′

1, where K ′
1 = F1(K1 ⊕ CON).
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Since K ′
1 depends only on K1, it is regarded that a new (n/2)-bit subkey K ′

1

is linearly inserted in the first round without an F-function, which is called key
linearization.

As shown in Fig. 3, since K ′
1 can be divided into two (n/4)-bit words K ′

1L

and K ′
1R, the splice and cut technique in [4] enables us to separately use K ′

1L

and K ′
1R in F(1) and F(2), respectively. Note that, in the splice and cut tech-

nique, the MITM attack starts from multiple values of start states for parallel
guesses of K(1) and K(2), while the basic MITM attack starts from multiple
plaintext/ciphertext pairs.

For Feistel-1[2n], an 8-round generic key recovery attack is mounted thanks
to the splice and cut technique, while each cost (namely time, memory and data)
for the attack is increased by O(2n/4) compared to the basic attack. The size of
each key set K(1) and K(2) is increased by (n/4) bits due to the splice and cut,
and thus the size of each set K(1) and K(2) is 7n/4(= 3 ·n/2+n/4) bits long. In
this attack, the total time complexity Ccomp using five start states is estimated
as

Ccomp = max(27n/4, 27n/4)× 5 + 28·n/2−5·n/2 ≈ 27n/4+3 (= 27k/8+3).

The required memory is about 5×27n/4 blocks. Since (n/4) bits of plaintexts are
varied depending on K(2) and the start states, the required data is 2n/4 chosen
plaintexts when the other 3n/4 bits of the start state are fixed.

For Feistel-1[ 32n] and Feistel-1[n], by using the splice and cut technique,
key recovery attacks of at least 6 and 4 rounds of the cipher are constructed,
respectively. For Feistel-1[ 32n], the sizes of K(1) and K(2) are 5n/4 bits each.
Therefore, the required time complexity with four start states is estimated as
Ccomp = max(25n/4, 25n/4) × 4 + 26n/2−4n/2 ≈ 25n/4+2, and the required mem-
ory is about 25n/4+2 blocks. For Feistel-1[n], a similar attack requiring 23n/4+2

(≈ 23n/4 × 3 + 2n/2) computations and (3 × 23n/4) blocks memory is mounted.
These attacks also require 2n/4 chosen plaintexts. Those results are summarized
in Table 2.

4 Key Recovery Attack on Feistel-2

This section shows generic key recovery attacks on Feistel-2 ciphers. In con-
trast to Feistel-1 ciphers, key injections of Feistel-2 ciphers are restricted to
XOR operations. This allows an attacker to equivalently transform subkeys,
then more rounds can be attacked. To begin with, we introduce an advanced
technique called function reduction, which enables us to reduce the number of
involved subkey bits by exploiting degrees of freedom of a plaintext/ciphertext
pair. Combining it with a (multi-)collision technique, 5, 7 and 9 rounds attacks
on Feistel-2[n], -2[ 32n] and -2[2n] are demonstrated, respectively. The overview
of the function reduction is depicted in Fig. 4. The required complexities for
those attacks are summarized in Table 2, and the overview of the attacks are
illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that the key additions of Feistel-2 are limited to XOR
operations, however, similar idea may be applied to other key additions such as
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Fig. 4. Function Reduction Technique

modular additions. Moreover, as an application of our approach on Feistel-2, we
show a key recovery attack on the reduced CAST-128 [1, 2]. The structure of
CAST-128 is similar to Feistel-2, however, the size of each round key of CAST-
128 is larger than that of Feistel-2 and the key additions are not only XOR
operations but also modular additions and subtractions. Since the larger round
key generally requires more computations to guess, it seems to be hard to di-
rectly mount an attack on CAST-128. We use the improved function reduction
technique to make an attack feasible, then show a key recovery attack on the
8-round reduced CAST-128, which is the best attack known in literature.

4.1 Function Reduction Technique

Suppose that the half outputs of the r-round Feistel-2 cipher Lr+1 and Rr+1

are represented by functions FL,r and FR,r as Lr+1 = FL,r(KL, L1|R1) and
Rr+1 = FR,r(KR, L1|R1), where KL and KR denote sets of subkeys used in FL,r

and FR,r, respectively. In general, after sufficient number of round operations,
all subkeys are required to compute Lr+1, i.e., |KL| = n/2 · r, while Rr+1 is
derived independently from the last subkey Kr, i.e., |KR| = n/2 · (r−1). For the
Feistel-2 cipher, fixing half bits of inputs, one more round of subkey data can be
reduced as follows:

Theorem 1 (Function Reduction). For the Feistel-2 cipher, if L1 is fixed,
KL and KR used in FL,r and FR,r contain at most (n/2 · r) and (n/2 · (r − 2))
subkey bits when r is odd, and contain at most (n/2 · (r− 1)) and (n/2 · (r− 1))
subkey bits when r is even, respectively.

Proof. By using the key linearization, L2 is considered to be linearly affected by
the subkey K ′

1 as follows. Assuming that L1 is an arbitrary (n/2)-bit constant
CON, L2 and R2 are expressed as L2 = R1 ⊕ K ′

1 and R2 = CON , where
K ′

1 = F (K1 ⊕ CON)1. Since K ′
1 depends only on K1, it can be regarded as a

1 For simplicity, we assume that all F-functions are identical. However, our attack
works even if each F-function is distinct from each other.
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new subkey instead of K1 (see Fig. 4-(b)). By using an equivalent transform,
K ′

1 is moved to the end of the cipher as shown in Figs. 4-(c) and (d). After the
transform, each subkey introduced in even round is XORed with K ′

1, and thus
it can be redefined as K ′

p = Kp ⊕K ′
1 (p is even). When r is even, K ′

1 is linearly
affecting to Rr+1 in the last as shown in Fig. 4-(c). Therefore, both Lr+1 and
Rr+1 contain at most (n/2 ·(r−1)) bits of subkeys. When r is odd, K ′

1 is linearly
affecting to Lr+1 in the last as shown in Fig. 4-(d). Consequently, Rr+1 contains
at most (n/2 · (r− 2)) bits of subkeys, while the amount of subkey bits required
for computing Lr+1 is not reduced (i.e., |KL| = n/2 · r). ⊓⊔

The function reduction technique, which consists of equivalent transforms of
round keys and the key linearization, is related to the complementation prop-
erties of Feistel networks in which the round keys of even (or odd) rounds are
complemented by some fixed values. It essentially exploits the property of Feis-
tel network that an input of a keyed F-function in the i-th round (Li) linearly
affects an input of a keyed F-function in the (i + 2)-th round (Li+2). In other
words, the relation of Li and Li+2 is expressed as Li+2 = Li⊕Xi+1, where Xi+1

is an output of an F-function of (Li+1). We exploit it in the line of a MITM at-
tack to reduce the subkey data for the computation of the intermediate values,
while the previous attacks are used for differential attacks [15, 8] and speeding
up keysearches using equivalent keys [7, 18].
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4.2 Key Recovery Attack on 5-round Feistel-2[n]

In order to apply the function reduction to both the forward and backward
computations, we prepare plaintext/ciphertext pairs in the form of L1 = CON1

and R6 = CON2, where CON1 and CON2 denote arbitrary (n/2)-bit constants.

Let R4 be an (n/2)-bit matching state. From Theorem 1, in the forward
computation, R4 can be computed by an (n/2)-bit subkey K ′

2(= K2 ⊕ K ′
1),

where K ′
1 = F (K1 ⊕ CON1). In the backward computation, since R4 can be

regarded as an output of the even round (r = 2), R4 can also be computed by an
(n/2)-bit subkey K ′

4(= K4 ⊕K ′
5), where K ′

5 = F (K5 ⊕ CON2), i.e., K(1) ∈ K ′
2

and K(2) ∈ K ′
4. Since |K(1)| = |K(2)| = n/2 and the size of the matching state

is also n/2, two plaintext/ciphertext pairs are sufficient to determine K(1) and
K(2). In order to obtain such two pairs that have the form of L1 = CON1

and R6 = CON2, we use 2n/4 chosen plaintexts by randomly changing R1 as
P = (CON1|R1). After this process, we have 2n/4 corresponding ciphertexts,
and thus there will exist (n/2) bits colliding R6 with high probability due to the
birthday paradox.

The time complexity of determining K ′
2 and K ′

4 by the MITM approach is
estimated as Ccomp = max(2n/2, 2n/2) × 2 = 2n/2+1. In order to determine all
subkeys, we use the following equation: F (R4 ⊕ K3) = R1 ⊕ K ′

1 ⊕ L6 ⊕ K5 =
R1 ⊕ L6 ⊕ K ′′

1 , where K ′′
1 = K ′

1 ⊕ K5. Since R4 can be computed from K ′
2 or

K ′
4, we can recursively mount the MITM approach to determine K3 and K ′′

1

with complexity of 2n/2+1(= max(2n/2, 2n/2) × 2). After exhaustively guessing
K1 with a time complexity of 2n/2, all subkeys Ki (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) are determined
from the previously obtained subkeys K ′

2, K
′
4 and K ′′

1 . Therefore, the whole time
complexity is estimated as 2n/2+2(≈ 2n/2+1 +2n/2+1 +2n/2). Due to k = n, the
time complexity 2n/2+2 = 2k/2+2 is less than 2k which is required computations
for the brute force attack. The required data is 2n/4 chosen plaintext, and the
required memory is about 2n/2+1 words. If the function reduction technique is
used only in the forward computation, a 4-round attack is constructed with less
data (see Fig. 5-(a) and Table 2).

4.3 Key Recovery Attack on 9-round Feistel-2[2n]

A key recovery attack on a 9-round Feistel-2[2n] is constructed in a similar
way to the 5-round attack on Feistel-2[n]. In this attack, we can add 2 more
rounds in each direction, and a 6-multicollision is required to obtain desired
plaintext/ciphertext pairs unlike the attack on Feistel-2[n]. It has been known
that an n-bit t-multicollision is found in t! · 2n·(t−1)/t random data with high
probability [36]. Thus, the six plaintext/ciphertext pairs whose form are P =
(CON1|R1) and C = (CON2|L10) could be found from 6!1/6 · (2n/2)5/6 ≈ 3 ·
(2n/2)5/6 chosen plaintexts. More precisely, after querying 3 · (2n/2)5/6 chosen
plaintexts with distinct R1, there will exist a 6-collision of R10 in corresponding
ciphertexts with high probability (see Fig. 5-(c) and Table 2).
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Table 2. Details of Our Attacks

Target key size Round Time Memory Data Reference

Feistel-1

n 4 23n/4+2 23n/4+2 2n/4 Sect. 3
3
2
n 6 25n/4+2 25n/4+2 2n/4 Sect. 3

2n 8 27n/4+3 27n/4+3 2n/4 Sect. 3

Feistel-2

n
4 2n/2+2 2n/2+1 2 Sect. 4.2

5 2n/2+2 2n/2+1 2n/4 Sect. 4.2

3
2
n

6 25n/4+4 2n+4 9 Sect. 4.4

7 25n/4+4 2n+4 9!1/9 · (2n/2)8/9 Sect. 4.4

2n
8 23n/2+3 23n/2+3 6 Sect. 4.3

9 23n/2+3 23n/2+3 6!1/6 · (2n/2)5/6 Sect. 4.3

Feistel-3

n 7 23n/4+ℓ ·N1 23n/4+ℓ ·N1 N1 Sect. 5.3

3
2
n

8 2n+ℓ ·N2 2n+ℓ ·N2 N2 Sect. 5.5

9 2n+ℓ ·N2 2n+ℓ ·N2 N !1/N2 · (2n/2)(N2−1)/N2 Sect. 5.5

2n 11 27n/4+ℓ ·N3 27n/4+ℓ ·N3 N3 Sect. 5.4

N1 = (3n/2 + 2ℓ)/ℓ, N2 = (2n+ 2ℓ)/ℓ, N3 = (7n/2 + 2ℓ)/ℓ

4.4 Key Recovery Attack on 7-round Feistel-2[3
2
n]

In this attack, R5 is used as the matching state. From Theorem 1, in the forward
computation, R5 can be computed from 3 · n/2 bits subkeys K ′

2, K3 and K ′
1,

where K ′
2 = K2 ⊕K ′

1 and K ′
1 = F (K1 ⊕CON1). In the backward computation,

R5 can be computed from 3 · n/2 bits subkeys K ′
6, K5 and K ′

7, where K ′
6 =

K6 ⊕ K ′
7 and K ′

7 = F (K7 ⊕ CON2). Since R5 is expressed as K ′
1 ⊕ L4 and

K ′
7 ⊕ (F (R6 ⊕ K5) ⊕ L6), if only (n/4) bits of K ′

1 ⊕ K ′
7 are guessed, (n/4)-

bit matching is feasible. It is regarded that K ′′
7 (= K ′

1 ⊕K ′
7) is included in the

backward computation (see Fig. 5-(b)).

Then, since |K(1)| = n/4, |K(2)| = 5n/4, and the size of the matching state
is n/4, nine plaintext/ciphertext pairs are required to determine K(1) and K(2)

due to the relation (n + 5n/4)/(n/4) = 9. Such nine plaintext/ciphertext pairs
whose form are P = (CON1|R1) and C = (CON2|L8) can be found from 9!1/9 ·
(2n/2)8/9 ≈ 4.2 · (2n/2)8/9 chosen plaintexts. The other complexities required for
this attack and the low data attack on 6-round Feistel-2[ 32n] are described in
Table 2.

4.5 Application to 8-Round Reduced CAST-128

In order to demonstrate the practical impact of our work on Feistel-2, we apply
it to CAST-128 block cipher. Using the improved function reduction techniques,
we show an attack on the 8-round reduced CAST-128 having more than 118 bits
key, which is the best attack with respect to the number of attacked rounds in
literature even when its key scheduling is an ideal function.
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= f((Km8
⊕ CON) ≪ Kr8

)

K′
m5

= Km5
⊕ K′

8

Fig. 6. Key Recovery Attack on 8-Round CAST-128

Description of CAST-128. CAST-128 [1, 2] is a 64-bit Feistel block cipher
accepting a variable key size from 40 up to 128 bits (but only in 8-bit increments).
The number of rounds is 16 when the key size is longer than 80 bits. First, the
algorithm divides the 64-bit plaintext into two 32-bit words L0 and R0, then the
i-th round function outputs two 32-bit data Li+1 and Ri+1 as follows:

Li+1 = Ri ⊕ Fi(Li,K
rnd
i ), Ri+1 = Li,

where Fi denotes the i-th round function and Krnd
i is the i-th round key con-

sisting of a 32-bit masking key Kmi
and a 5-bit rotation key Kri . The detail of

Fi is expressed as
Fi = f((Li©i Kmi

) ≪ Kri),

where f consists of four 8 to 32-bit S-boxes, ≪ Kri denotes a Kri -bit left rota-
tion, and©i denotes addition, XOR or subtraction depending on the round num-
ber i, i.e.,©i denotes addition for i ∈ {1, 4, 7, 10, 13}, XOR for i ∈ {2, 5, 8, 11, 14}
and subtraction for i ∈ {3, 6, 9, 12, 15}. We omit the details of f , since, in our
analysis, it is regarded as the random function that outputs a 32-bit random
value from a 32-bit input.

Key Recovery Attack on 8-round CAST-128. The structure and the pa-
rameter of CAST-128 having sufficiently large key are similar to Feistel-2[2n].
However, for CAST-128, a 37(= 32 + 5)-bit subkey is inserted into each Fi, i.e.,
a 32-bit subkey is used in©i and the remaining 5-bit subkey is used in a key de-
pendent rotation, while a 32-bit subkey is inserted in each round for Feistel-2[2n]
with n = 32. Thus, the 9-round attack on Feistel-2[2n] is not directly applicable
to CAST-128. However, the improved function reduction technique allows us to
construct an 8-round attack on CAST-128.

Let R5 be an (n/2)-bit matching state. In the backward computation, R9 is
fixed as CON , and K ′

8 = f((CON⊕Km8
) ≪ Kr8) is moved to L5 and an input

of the 7-th round function, by convertingKm5
intoK ′

m5
= K ′

8⊕Km5
, as shown in

Fig. 6. Then, the input of f in the 7-th round is expressed as (L9 ⊕K ′
8) +Km7

.
If the lower b bits of L9, which are controllable by the ciphertext, are fixed
to 0, the lower b bits of this computation are expressed as K ′

8 + Km7
. Thus,

(K ′
8 + Km7

) is regarded as a new b-bit subkey K ′
m7

= (K ′
8 + Km7

), while the
upper (n/2− b) bits remain (L9 ⊕K ′

8) +Km7
. In the backward computation of

R5, |K(2)| = 37× 2 + (b+ (n/2− b)× 2 + 5) bits of the key are involved.
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Fig. 7. Matching without Matrix

Evaluation. Since |K(1)| = 111, |K(2)| = 114 (b = 29) and the size of the
matching state is 32 bits, eight plaintext/ciphertext pairs are required to de-
termine K(1) and K(2) due to the relation (111 + 114)/32 < 8(= 232−29). The

required time complexity to determine subkeys Krnd
1 , Krnd

2 , Krnd
3 , Krnd

6 , K ′
m5

,
Kr5 , the lower 29 bits of K ′

m7
, the upper 3 bits of K ′

8, and Km7
is estimated

as Ccomp = max(2111, 2114) × 10 ≈ 2118. The remaining Kr4 and K ′
8 are ex-

haustively searched with the time complexity of 264. Then, all subkeys are ob-
tained by using the relations of K ′

m7
= K ′

8 + Km7
, K ′

m5
= K ′

8 ⊕ K ′
m5

and
K ′

8 = f((CON ⊕Km8
) ≪ Kr8). The required data is eight chosen ciphertexts,

and the required memory is 2111 words. Therefore, when the key size is more
than 118 bits long, our attack works faster than the brute force attack.

5 Key Recovery Attack on Feistel-3

This section presents generic key recovery attacks on Feistel-3 ciphers. Feistel-3
ciphers are the Feistel-2 ciphers whose F-functions are restricted to be SP-type F-
functions, which consist of an S-box layer followed by a linear matrix operation.
This allows an attacker to exploit a linearity of a matrix computation, and thus
the number of attacked rounds can be increased. To begin with, we review two
techniques which exploit a linearity of a matrix computation. We refer those
two techniques as matching without matrix and matrix separation to make our
explanation simple. However, those techniques have already been introduced,
for example, in [29, 32]. Combining them with a (multi-)collision technique and
function reduction, 7, 9 and 11 rounds attacks on Feistel-3[n], -3[ 32n] and -3[2n]
are demonstrated, respectively. Furthermore, as an application of our approach
on Feistel-3, we show several key recovery attacks on the reduced Camellia [5].
Since Camellia is a Feistel cipher with SP-type F-functions, our attack on Feistel-
3 can be directly applied to it even if its key scheduling function is ideal. Besides,
the number of attacked rounds by our attack is further increased by one round
for Camellia due to its non-MDS matrix. Consequently, we present generic key
recovery attacks requiring extremely low data on the 8-, 10-, 12-round reduced
Camellia without FL/FL−1 functions and key whitenings.
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5.1 Matching without Matrix [32]

Let us consider three consecutive rounds of the Feistel-3 cipher whose input and
output are represented as (Li|Ri) and (Li+3|Ri+3) as shown in Fig. 7. Assuming
that an attacker knows those input and output variables, the following equation
holds:

Fi(Li ⊕Ki)⊕Ri = Fi+2(Ri+3 ⊕Ki+2)⊕ Li+3. (2)

In order to check if the equation holds, we need to guess 2 · n/2 bits subkeys
Ki and Ki+2, while Ki+1 is not needed to be guessed. However, if F-functions
are SP-type F-functions (i.e., Fi = Mi ◦ Si, where Mi and Si denote an m×m
matrix and an S-box layer consisting of m ℓ-bit S-boxes, respectively), the size
of guessing subkey bits can be reduced by exploiting the linearity of the matrix
operation. Since Mi is a linear function, Eq.(2) is redescribed as:

Mi(Si(Li ⊕Ki))⊕Ri = Mi+2(Si+2(Ri+3 ⊕Ki+2))⊕ Li+3,

Mi(Si(Li ⊕Ki)⊕M−1
i (Ri)) = Mi+2(Si+2(Ri+3 ⊕Ki+2)⊕M−1

i+2(Li+3)).

When Mi = Mi+2, we have

Si(Li ⊕Ki)⊕M−1
i (Ri) = Si+2(Ri+3 ⊕Ki+2)⊕M−1

i+2(Li+3). (3)

Unlike Eq.(2), we can separately check if Eq.(3) holds by the size of the S-
box ℓ. Therefore, this technique enables us to reduce the number of subkey
bits to be guessed for the 3-round matching from 22·n/2 to 22ℓ. When Mi 6=
Mi+2, the matching technique called matching through matrix presented in [31]
is utilized. In this case, more than m · ℓ bits subkeys are required to be guessed.
For simplicity, from now on, we assume that Mi = Mi+2.

In the function reduction, the modified subkey K ′
1 affects L2t and R2t−1

(t = 1, 2, ...). Also, in the matching without matrix, we utilize the relation of
Li+1 as the matching state. This implies that if (i+1) is even (i.e., (i+1) = 2t),
Li+1 is affected by K ′

1 and it cannot be used as the matching state. Therefore,
if the matching without matrix is used with the function reduction, the starting
round of the matching i must be even (i.e., (i+ 1) must be odd).

5.2 Matrix Separation [29]

In general, for the function reduction technique, all inputs of an F-function
are needed to be fixed. However, in the Feistel-3 ciphers, the (partial) function
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reduction is constructed by fixing only a part of inputs due to the linearity of the
matrix. This technique referred as matrix separation in this paper gives more
degrees of freedom to the inputs.

Since Mi is a linear operation, each operation can be divided by ℓ bits.
For instance, we show the case of m = 4 as an example (see Fig. 8). Suppose
that Ki = (Ki,1|Ki,2|Ki,3|Ki,4), Ki,j ∈ {0, 1}

ℓ and Li = (Li,1|Li,2|Li,3|Li,4),
Li,j ∈ {0, 1}

ℓ. If three input words Li,1, Li,2 and Li,3 are fixed, only 3/4×n/2 bits
of Ki are linearly inserted into the (i+1)-round by regarding T = M(S′((Li,1⊕
Ki,1)|(Li,2⊕Ki,2)|(Li,3⊕Ki,3))|0

ℓ) as new subkey bits, where S′ consists of three
S-boxes and 0ℓ denotes ℓ bits of 0. Note that T is an (n/2)-bit data, however,
it is determined by (3/4 · n/2) bits subkeys Ki,1, Ki,2 and Ki,3. Since Li,4 is
not fixed, M(03/4·n/2|s(Li,4 ⊕Ki,4)) is non-linearly inserted into the (i + 1)-th
round.

5.3 Key Recovery Attack on 7-round Feistel-3[n]

For the 7-round Feistel-3[n], it seems that the function reduction is applied to
both directions and the matching without matrix is used in the rounds 3 to 5.
However, this approach does not work due to the restriction of the combina-
tion of the matching without matrix and the function reduction. To overcome
this problem, we utilize the partial function reduction in conjunction with the
matching without matrix.

At first, L1 is fixed as CON1, and K ′
1 = F (K1 ⊕ CON1) is moved to R5

by converting K2 and K4 into K2 ⊕K ′
1 and K4 ⊕K ′

1, respectively. In addition,
R1L, which is the left half of R1 (n/4 bits), is also fixed as an n/4-bit constant
CONL. Using the matrix separation technique, the partial function reduction
technique is applicable to the left half of K ′

2 represented as K ′
2L. Specifically, let

an n/2-bit variable K ′′
2 be K ′′

2 = M(S′(K ′
2L⊕CONL)|0

n/4), where S′ consisting
of m/2 S-boxes and 0n/4 denotes n/4 bits of 0. Since K ′′

2 is linearly inserted in
round 2 by the matrix separation, it is possible to move to L7 (see Fig. 9-(a)).

The matching without matrix technique is applied to the three consecutive
rounds from rounds 4 to 6. In the forward and backward computations, (L4|R4)
and (L7|R7) are computable from (K ′

2R,K
′
3) and (K ′

2L,K
′
7), respectively. Then,

if ℓ bits of K ′
4 and K6 are guessed, an ℓ-bit matching is feasible, i.e., K(1) ∈

{K ′
2R,K

′
3,K

′
4,a} and K(2) ∈ {K

′
2L,K

′
7,K6,a}, where (1 ≤ a ≤ m), and K ′

4,a and
K6,a denote arbitrary ℓ bits data of K ′

4 and K6, respectively.

Since |K(1)| = |K(2)| = 3/2 · n/2 + ℓ and the matching size is ℓ bits, N1 =
(3n/2 + 2ℓ)/ℓ plaintext/ciphertext pairs are required to determine K(1) and
K(2). The complexity of determining K(1) and K(2) is estimated as Ccomp =

max(23n/4+ℓ, 23n/4+ℓ)×N1. After that, we are able to determine the other bits
for finding all subkey bits by using a simple MITM attack on the remaining K ′

4

and K6, and K ′
1 and K5, respectively.

Therefore, the whole time complexity is estimated as 23n/4+ℓ × N1. Due to
k = n, the required complexity 23k/4+ℓ ·N1 is less than 2k. The required data is
N1 = (3n/2 + 2ℓ)/ℓ chosen plaintexts, and the memory is 23n/4+ℓ ·N1 words.
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Fig. 9. Key Recovery Attacks on Feistel-3 Ciphers

5.4 Key Recovery Attack on 11-round Feistel-3[2n]

Similarly to the attack on the 7-round Feistel-3[n], chosen plaintexts in the form
of P = (L1|R1L|R1R) = (CON |CONL|R1R) are used. Then two more rounds can
be added to both forward and backward directions due to increasing the master
key size. Thus, an 11-round attack is constructed. For the detailed parameters,
see Table 2 and Fig. 9.

5.5 Key Recovery Attack on 9-round Feistel-3[3
2
n]

As shown in Fig. 9-(b), for the 9-round Feistel-3[ 32n], the function reduction is
applied to both directions combined with the matching without matrix to the
rounds 4 to 6, since the middle of the matching is odd indexed round. Thus, a
key recovery attack is constructed in a straightforward way, unlike the attacks
on Feistel-3[n] and -3[2n].

In this attack, since |K(1)| = |K(2)| = 2n/2 + ℓ and the matching size is ℓ
bits from Fig. 9-(b), N2 = (2n+2ℓ)/ℓ plaintext/ciphertext pairs are required to
determine K(1) and K(2). Such pairs in the form of L1 = CON1 and R10 = CON2

are found from N2!
1/N2 · (2n/2)N2−1/N2 chosen plaintext/ciphertext pairs. Note

that, if the number of required chosen plaintext/ciphertext pairs, which depends
on the parameter n and ℓ, is more than n/2, the partial function reduction
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technique can be applied to L1 and R10. Otherwise, another attack approach
is required for this variant. Moreover, if the function reduction is used only in
the forward direction, an 8-round attack with extremely low data complexity is
derived (see Table 2).

5.6 Application to Reduced Camellia

In order to demonstrate the usefulness and versatility of our approach on Feistel-
3, we apply our attack to the reduced version of Camellia block cipher [5], which
is Camellia without FL/FL−1 functions and key whitenings. Camellia is a Feis-
tel block cipher whose F-function is the SP-type F-function consisting of eight
8-bit S-boxes followed by an 8 × 8 matrix operation. Thus, our attacks on the
Feistel-3 cipher presented in the previous section are directly applicable to the
7/9/11-round reduced Camellia-128/192/256. Note that since our attack does
not depend on the key scheduling function, the attack works on any key schedul-
ing function even ideal. Furthermore, by exploiting the low diffusion property
on the matrix used in Camellia, we develop the advanced five round matching
technique. Then we present low-data complexity attacks requiring less than 60
plaintext/ciphertext pairs on the 8/10/12-round reduced Camellia-128/192/256
without FL/FL−1 and key whitenings.

Five Round Matching for Non-MDS Matrix. Let us consider five consec-
utive rounds of the Camellia whose input and output are represented as (Li|Ri)
and (Li+5|Ri+5), respectively. By using the three-round matching without ma-
trix technique in the middle, the following equation holds.

S(Li+1 ⊕Ki+1)⊕M−1(Li) = S(Ri+4 ⊕Ki+3)⊕M−1(Ri+5).

Since the S-box layer consists of eight 8-bit S-boxes, by guessing two bytes of
subkeys with the same byte position Ki+1,j and Ki+3,j , the 8-bit matching is
possible if the same indexed 8 bits data Li+1,j and Ri+4,j are also known. Since
Li+1 = M(S(Li⊕Ki))⊕Ri and Ri+4 = M(S(Li+5⊕Ki+4))⊕Ri+5, all bits of Ki

and Ki+4 are required to be guessed to obtain any byte of Li+1 and Ri+4 if the
underlying matrix M is optimal (i.e., MDS matrix). However, for Camellia, the
8 bits data Li+1,j and Ri+4,j are derived by guessing corresponding 40(= 8× 5)
bits of Ki and Ki+4 when (5 ≤ j ≤ 8), since Camellia utilizes non-MDS matrix
(See [5] for the details of the matrix used in Camellia). For example, Li+1,5

and Ri+4,5 are derived from Ki,p(p ∈ {1, 2, 6, 7, 8}) and Ki+4,q(q ∈ {1, 2, 6, 7, 8},
respectively. Therefore, the number of key bits to be guessed for the 5-round
matching in each direction is reduced from 128 bits (= 64 × 2) to 48 bits (= 8
+ 40).

Key Recovery Attack on 8-Round Reduced Camellia-128. Let us con-
sider the 8-round reduced Camellia-128. In order to use the function reduction
technique in the forward process, we collect chosen plaintexts in the form of
L1 = CON1.
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Fig. 10. Key Recovery Attacks on Reduced Camellia-128/192/256

The five round matching for non-MDS matrix technique is used from rounds
3 to 7. In the forward and backward computations, (L3|R3) and (L8|R8) are
computable by using K ′

2(= K2 ⊕K ′
1) and K8, respectively. Then, for the 8-bit

matching, 8 bits subkey K ′
4,a and the corresponding 40 bits of subkey K3 in the

forward computation are required to be guessed, where K ′
4 = K4⊕K

′
1. Similarly,

we need to guess 8 bits subkey K6,a and the corresponding 40 bits of subkey K7

in the backward computation. In other words, K(1) ∈ {K
′
2,K

′
4,a, 40 bits of K3}

and K(2) ∈ {K8,K6,a, 40 bits of K7}, where 5 ≤ a ≤ 8.

Since |K(1)| = |K(2)| = 112 and the matching size is 8 bits, 28(= (112 +
112)/8) plaintext/ciphertexts are sufficient to determine K(1) and K(2). The com-
plexity of determining K(1) and K(2) is estimated as Ccomp = max(2112, 2112)×
28 ≈ 2117. After that, we are able to determine the other bits for finding all
subkeys by using the simple MITM attack on the remaining 24 bits of K3 and
K7, and 56 bits of K ′

4 and K6 in the forward and backward computations, re-
spectively. Therefore, the whole complexity is estimated as 2117(≈ 2117 + 280).
The required memory is 2117 words, and the required data is only 28 chosen
plaintext/ciphertext pairs (see Fig. 10-(a)).
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Table 3. Comparisons of Key Recovery Attacks on Reduced Camellia-128/192/256
without FL/FL−1 Functions and Key Whitenings

Target # Attacked Rounds Attack Type Time Memory Data Reference

Camellia-128
12 Impossible Differential 2116.6 not given 2116.3 [28]

8 Meet-in-the-Middle 2117 2117 28 Sect. 5.6

Camellia-192
14 Impossible Differential 2182.2 not given 2117 [27]

10 Meet-in-the-Middle 2190 2174 44 Sect. 5.6

Camellia-256
16 Impossible Differential 2249 not given 2123 [27]

12 Meet-in-the-Middle 2246 2246 60 Sect. 5.6

Key Recovery Attack on 12-Round Reduced Camellia-256. Similarly
to the attack on the reduced Camellia-128, for the reduced Camellia-256, the
five round matching for non-MDS matrix technique is used. Since two more
rounds can be appended to each direction, a 12-round attack is constructed (see
Fig. 10-(c) and Table 3).

Key Recovery Attack on 10-Round Reduced Camellia-192. In this at-
tack, in order to utilize the function reduction technique in conjunction with
the matrix separation technique, we collect chosen plaintexts in the form of
L1 = CON1 and R1,1−7 = CONL, where R1,1−7 denotes the left 56 bits of R1

and CONL is a 56-bit constant. Then K ′
1 = F (CON1 ⊕K1) is moved to R7 by

redefining K ′
p = Kp ⊕K ′

1(p = 2, 4, 6). In addition, the left 56 bits of K ′
2 defined

as K ′
2,1−7 is also moved to R10 by using the partial function reduction technique.

Namely, we assume that K ′′
2 = M(S′(K ′

2,1−7 ⊕ CONL)|0
8) is linearly inserted

in round 2 and the remaining 8-bit subkey K ′
2,8 is non-linearly inserted in round

2, where S′ consists of seven 8-bit S-boxes.
The five round matching for non-MDS matrix technique is used from rounds

5 to 9. Here, (L5|R5) and (L10, R10) are computed from (K ′
2,8,K

′
3(= K3 ⊕

K ′′
2 ),K

′
4(= K4 ⊕ K ′

1L)) and (K ′
2,1−7,K9), respectively. For the 8-bit match-

ing, K ′
6,8 and the corresponding 40 bits of K ′

5(= K5 ⊕ K ′′
2 ) are required to be

guessed in the forward computation, where K ′
6 = K6 ⊕ K ′

1. Similarly, in the
backward computation, K8,8 and the corresponding 40 bits of K ′

9(= K9 ⊕K ′′
2 )

are required to be guessed. Namely, K(1) ∈ {K
′
2,8,K

′
3,K

′
4,K

′
6,8, 40 bits of K ′

5}
and K(2) ∈ {K

′
2,1−7,K9,K8,8, 40 bits of K ′

9}. In this attack, the whole complex-
ity to determine all subkey bits is estimated as 2190(≈ 2190 +280). The required
memory is 2174(≈ 2168 × 44) words, and the required data is only 44 chosen
plaintext/ciphertext pairs (see Fig. 10-(b) and Table 3).

6 Discussion

In order to compare the numbers of attacked rounds by our attacks with the
previous results, we consider key recovery attacks from a 5-round impossible
differential distinguisher or a 5-round zero-correlation linear distinguisher on
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the Feistel ciphers employing bijective F-functions [6, 11]. Note that those dis-
tinguishers depend only on the structure of the cipher unlike the other distin-
guishers such as a differential and a linear distinguisher. When k = n, guessing
n/2 bits subkey involved in the 6-th round, it is possible to construct a 6-round
key recovery attack from the 5-round distinguishers. Similarly, for k = 3n/2
and k = 2n, a 7 and an 8-round key recovery attacks are constructed by ad-
ditionally guessing n/2 and n bits subkeys, respectively. Compared to those
results, our attacks are the best attacks with respect to the number of attacked
rounds for Feistel-2[2n], -3[n], -3[ 32n] and -3[2n] as described in Table 1. Also, for
Feistel-1[2n] and Feistel-2[ 32n], the same numbers of rounds are attacked by our
approach. Especially, the attack on the 11-round Feistel-3[2n] greatly exceeds
the number of attacked rounds given by the distinguisher based attacks. More
importantly, Feistel-3[2n] structure is well used in concrete block ciphers such
as a 128-bit block cipher taking a 256-bit key, e.g., Camellia-256.

In addition, thanks to the MITM approach, most of our attacks require an
extremely small data complexity, in contrast to the classical statistical attacks
such as the impossible differential and zero correlation linear attacks that gener-
ally require huge amount of data. This implies that our attacks may work even
if the number of queries to the encryption oracle is restricted. In fact, the similar
approach, which is the low-data complexity attacks on AES, has already been
studied in [13, 14]. Thus, our work is also regarded as the first evaluation results
on the low-data complexity attacks on the Feistel schemes.

7 Conclusion

This paper has shown the improved generic key recovery attacks on Feistel
schemes independent of the key scheduling function. The proposed approach
is based on the all subkeys recovery attack. With several advanced techniques
such as function reduction and key linearization, which basically reduce the num-
ber of involved subkey bits, we presented several new key recovery attacks on
the Feistel schemes.

To demonstrate the usefulness and the versatility of our approach, we showed
several attacks on the concrete block ciphers including CAST-128 and Camellia.
Among them, we would like to stress that the presented attack on the 8-round
reduced CAST-128 having more than 118 bits key is the best attack with respect
to the number of attacked rounds. Since our approach is generic, it is expected
to be applied to other Feistel-type block ciphers. We believe that our results are
useful not only for a deeper understanding the security of the Feistel schemes,
but also for designing an efficient block cipher such as a low-latency cipher.
Moreover, we expect that our attacks could be improved by combining with the
recent attack called sieve-in-the-middle attack [17].
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